
 

 

Passing 

Set Up: as many balls as possible, targets (here I have a mini goal, 
a shoe, a cone and a pole, please use whatever you can find!) 

  

1. Execute a turn with a ball 

2. Try to pass the ball to hit a target 

3. Alternate feet 

  

Coaching Points: 

1. Turn to get ball out of feet 

2. Standing foot next to the ball 

3. Inside of foot points through the ball to target 

4. Follow through towards the target 

  

Progression: 

With each successful pass, move the targets further away. 

  

Variation: 

If work with 1 ball, add and element of fitness by adding a sprint after the ball, then jog back and repeat. 

Warm Up 

Set Up: 10 x 4 channel (4 discs/cones/any object!!) 

Juggle walk: 

U7-U9 - walk up while juggling, drop - kick - catch, then take a step, 
switch feet on the way back 

U10-U12 - walk with alternating foot juggles. Right foot, left foot 
catch, repeat both ways 

U13+ - walk up and down while juggling, challenge yourself to do 

as many as you can without dropping. 

 

 

Dribbling 

Set Up: 8 x 8 box (4 cones/markers/any object!) 

  

(1) Start at the edge of the box with ball at your feet 

(2) Dribble to the left, change direction to the right 

(3) Dribble to the right and change direction back to the left 

(4) Accelerate out of the square(5) Repeat 10 times for each 

skill Skills: 

U7-U9 a. outside of foot b. fake n take c. scissor d. inside hook 

U10-U12 a. scissor b. stepover c. roll over d. L-Turn 

U12+ a. L-Turn b. V-Turn c. Druyff turn d. Maradona 

turn Coaching points: 

1. Keep ball close to execute the skills 

2. Bigger touch to accelerate out of box 

3. Alternate the side on which you exit 
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